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CBDC experimentation in Singapore

The Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) has been experimenting with CBDCs for 
several years:

• Project Ubin 2016-20 focussed on developing a domestic RTGS using Blockchain 
technology on three different types of platform, and was regarded as a successful Proof 
of Concept, but did not lead to any expectation of implementation

• The MAS Regulatory Sandbox was set up in 2016, and has successfully enabled the 
launch of FinTech products

• Project Dunbar commenced 2019 and has explored cross-border multi-CBDC platform 
(discussed below)

• In 2020-21, MAS hosted the Global CBDC Challenge and announced the results at the 
Singapore FinTech Festival in November 2021; over 300 firms from around the globe 
participated

• Project Orchid was planned as a next step in preparing for issue of a digital Singapore 
Dollar, but since there is no strong case for issue at this time, the project provides a 
contingency plan in case MAS decides to move forward
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Project Dunbar – cross-border multi-CBDCs
Project Dunbar explores how multiple CBDCs linked via a common platform could enable cheaper, faster and safer cross-

border payments and involves the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) Innovation Hub Singapore Centre, the Reserve 

Bank of Australia, Bank Negara Malaysia, the Monetary Authority of Singapore and the South African Reserve Bank. 

Project focussed on technical viability and demonstrated a working prototype, intended to resolve three challenges relating 

to access, jurisdictional boundaries and governance. The Project Dunbar Report addresses three issues:

(1) Key benefits and challenges, and the approach to achieving the objectives, specifically, how cross-border payments can be 

made faster, cheaper and safer through less reliance on intermediaries, simplified settlement, process improvement and 

process automation using smart contracts

(2) The design of a multi-CBDC platform exploring the base capabilities required for governance, processes and technology. 

The report describes the technical design of the prototypes

(3) Areas for further exploration. As one of the first experiments with multiple CBDCs, Project Dunbar raised as many 

questions as it answered. Open questions are categorised under policy, business and technology headings

Since Dunbar began, we have seen other multi-CBDC projects such as LionRock between Thailand and Hong Kong, with China 

and UAE joining in a later version, and Aber – between Saudi Arabia and UAE, all significant players in global payments

Note that Cross-border mechanisms are also developing to connect conventional Instant Payment Systems around the world, 

so CBDC is not the only answer to fast and cheap cross-border transfers 4



The Singapore Regulatory Sandbox
• Sandboxes in digitally advanced countries such as Singapore have developed since their inception,  

giving a useful indication of how a sandbox regime may evolve

• The MAS Sandbox began in 2016, but MAS Governor, Ravi Menon announced significant 
enhancements at the Singapore FinTech Festival (November 2021), focussing on experimentation

• In 2019, MAS improved the processes around the Sandbox introducing “Sandbox Express”, to enable 
businesses to conduct market testing of low-risk activities more quickly. From January 2022, Menon 
announced, MAS will enhance its regulatory sandbox in three ways, with Sandbox Plus: 

• Expansion of eligibility criteria to include early adopters of technology innovation

• Streamlined application with financial grant - with funding of up to S$500,000 at a 50% funding level; a very 
generous offer

• Participation in the “Deal Fridays” programme – a platform for deal-making opportunities – progress on which  
will be showcased at the next Singapore FinTech Festival in late 2022

• It is not yet clear how well the enhanced programme is faring, but the MAS Sandbox has already 
assisted a number of FinTechs to bring products to market (including insurance and custodial products), 
and the changes show the important elements that were believed to be needed for future success
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Current situation for CBDC in Singapore (1)
In a Parliamentary answer in May 2022, Lawrence Wong, then Deputy Chairman 
of MAS and Minister for Finance stated that MAS believes there is no pressing 
need for issuance of a CBDC at this time

In summary: 
• As for other developed country Central Banks, (eg US Federal Reserve, Bank of Canada, and 

Reserve Bank of Australia) MAS does not see the case for a retail CBDC in Singapore as 
compelling, since the commonly-offered benefits of CBDCs such as financial inclusion or 
cheaper and faster payments do not apply:
• Financial inclusion is not a significant problem in Singapore. 

• Electronic payments in Singapore are already pervasive, seamless, fast and cheap via the rollout of 
FAST, PayNow, and SGQR (Singapore standard QR code)

• Cross-border IPS links are becoming available (eg Singapore -Thailand already operates; Malaysia, 
India, Japan under development)

• Government transfers are disbursed efficiently through digital means, even through the Covid period

• The Singapore payments system is already becoming even more innovative and competitive, as more 
payments service providers and digital banks  are being admitted through the Payment Services Act 6



Current situation for CBDC in Singapore (2)

MAS current thinking:

• Issuing a retail CBDC would not be a minor decision:
• important risks and uncertainties come with creating a new form of money, so 

• careful practical experimentation alongside industry players will be necessary if 
MAS decides to proceed with a retail CBDC at some stage

• For example, the case for a CBDC could strengthen if foreign digital currencies 
become more widely used locally

Overall: 

• MAS continues to build up its technological and institutional capabilities to 
prepare for the possible issue of a digital SGD

• but does not see an immediate case for doing so

• Project Orchid provides a contingency plan in case MAS decides to move 
forward towards CBDC issuance 7



Insights from other major economies - G7 (1)

• USA – The Fed has conducted research projects, and recently issued a further 
Consultation Paper; the current US Administration has issued an Executive Order 
to progress further study notably regarding regulation of digital assets including 
stablecoins and considering whether CBDC issue is desirable in the longer term

• ECB (covering France, Germany and Italy as well as smaller members) – 24-month 
project on retail CBDC, which has issued various working papers looking at privacy 
as a significant issue. Citizens are not enthusiastic, and risks seem to outweigh 
benefits so potential launch would not happen in the short term

• France - Banque de France has its own experimental project on wholesale CBDC 
for domestic and cross-border, focussed on interbank transactions and has 
experimented with MAS and with the Swiss National Bank in 2021; ready to 
launch by 2023 but no plan to do so

• Germany and Italy do not have current major projects separate from ECB 
initiatives 8



Insights from other major economies - G7 (2)

• UK – Bank of England conducted major studies and distributed consultation 
documents but there is little enthusiasm among politicians or the public; there 
are concerns about financial stability and the risk of BoE getting involved in 
controversies regarding anonymity and privacy; risks seem currently to outweigh 
benefits, so any potential launch would not happen in the short term

• Japan – cancelled CBDC project citing lack of interest from the public – digital 
payments are already widely used

• Canada - Project Jasper – conclusion is that privacy, security, universal access are 
significant issues and the possibility of launching a CBDC would require significant 
political will and public enthusiasm

• The flavour is that the major developed economies are looking at CBDCs only as a 
contingency measure, should the public and the world economy demand it in due 
course - Bank of Canada sums it up: “We are building the capability so we can be 
ready should the need arise” – much like MAS 9



China and India – the giants (1)
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• China has been running a Pilot program for the digital Yuan or eCNY for several 

years in selected cities and claims that more than 140 million people (around 10% 

of the population) have opened digital wallets 

• The wallets seem to work much like AliPay or WeChat Pay wallets, and the retail 

eCNY is not a blockchain system

• The Chinese government is further ahead in digital currency research than any 

other major economy, but sees economic and political challenges to conducting a 

national roll-out - hence, after nearly a decade of development and several years 

of localized testing there is still no clear date for a full-scale launch of the eCNY



China and India – the giants (2)
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• In India, a Pilot Digital Rupee program was announced in June 2022 by the Deputy 

Governor of the Reserve Bank of India, with some interesting comments included

• The announcement (paraphrased in the National Study Report) stressed the need to 

safeguard financial stability and that the process of roll-out would be in three stages -

proof-of-concept, pilot, and launch - to avoid disruption

• India’s state-run payment platforms, including Unified Payments Interface (UPI) and 

Aadhar (the national ID database), are already experiencing massive adoption despite 

challenges, with an average transaction growth of 160% per annum over the last five 

years 

• The announcement was negative about the use of a blockchain system for the CBDC, and 

suggested that the establishment of national CBDCs would “kill whatever little case there 

could be for private cryptocurrencies”



Other notable countries
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• SAARC – India a major force; some activity in Pakistan, Bangladesh, little in Nepal, Sri Lanka, but 

experiment in Bhutan - the “Digital Ngultrum” for retail, cross border and wholesale use cases

• Brazil (largest country in S America) – “Digital Real” Pilot in preparation

• Nigeria (largest country - by population - in Africa) – “Digital Naira” Live, but poor take-up so far

• Indonesia (largest country in ASEAN) – planning a White Paper on retail and cross-border CBDC –

financial inclusion, risk management, efficiency and directed economic stimulus are key

• Philippines (second largest country in ASEAN, and first country to have mobile payment 2001) – doubt 

about whether CBDC experiment will continue, but plans to launch a Pilot within the year

• Saudi Arabia (the major force in payments in Middle East) - Project Aber (cross-border transfers pilot 

with UAE); now exploring digital assets

• South Africa experimenting with wholesale CBDC and taking part in cross-border pilots

• Much experimentation is being done in smaller and less-developed countries, notably in the 

Caribbean, where the benefits such as financial inclusion, payment system efficiency and monetary 

stability are stronger and risks are on a smaller scale



Conclusions

• Key learning points
• Large, highly developed countries are experimenting but in general do not see a 

good case to launch in the foreseeable future
• The largest countries - China and India - have launched or are planning systems 

based on conventional technology, not blockchain; this may be to do with concerns 
about performance in very high volume systems

• Some other large developing nations – eg Nigeria and Brazil - have reached live or 
pilot preparation stage

• Effect on existing businesses, especially domestic transfers and FX, is a big concern –
Central Banks do not want to be perceived to disadvantage their constituency of 
banks

• All Central Banks are concerned about the unknown financial stability consequences 
of large-scale CBDC launch, but also see the need to learn about the new 
technologies in order to prepare for issue, should global cryptocurrencies become 
widely used or a dominant CBDC or stablecoin emerge in global trade finance

• The balance of benefit and risk for Digital Currencies seems much more positive in 
the case of small and/or developing economies than in the advanced economies
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Thank You • Questions and Answers
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